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Abstract: The relationship between meanings of words and their sound shapes is to a large
extent arbitrary, but it is well known that languages exhibit sound symbolism effects
violating arbitrariness. Evidence for sound symbolism is typically anecdotal, however.
Here we present a systematic approach. Using a selection of basic vocabulary in nearly one
half of the world’s languages we find commonalities among sound shapes for words
referring to same concepts. These are interpreted as due to sound symbolism. Studying the
effects of sound symbolism cross-linguistically is of key importance for the understanding
of language evolution.
Keywords: linguistics; language evolution; sound symbolism; Automated Similarity
Judgment Program
PACS Codes: 89. Other areas of applied and interdisciplinary physics

1. Introduction
As noted by John Ohala [1], much of the literature on sound symbolism which attempts to make
cross-linguistic generalizations is of an anecdotal character. In this paper we present a systematic
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investigation of the words for a small but consistent set of concepts in a database [2] that includes
almost half of the world’s languages as defined in [3]. Also using [3] for reference, the sample is
certain to be representative of the world’s linguistic diversity, because 118 out of 121 families and 52
out of 123 isolates and unclassified languages are included. Although our database also includes many
pidgins, creoles, and mixed languages, these are not used in the present study because they are
ambiguous with respect to how they should be classified. The concepts in question represent a 40-item
subset of the list of 100 (relatively) culture-neutral items of [4]. These items were selected not for their
susceptibility to sound symbolism but rather for their phonological stability across time: specifically,
they were identified in [5] as the concepts for which the words were most similar phonologically in
languages known to be related by common descent. The database is therefore unbiased with respect to
sound symbolism, because it was developed for the purpose of producing automated language
classifications [6,7] and for investigating other issues of a historical linguistic nature, including the
identification of linguistic homelands [8] and the calculation of dates for the break-up of
proto-languages using a technique similar to glottochronology. Consequently, it provides an
opportunity to make a pilot study of sound symbolism in basic vocabulary, which is to our knowledge
the first of its kind.
The concepts on the 40-item subset of the Swadesh list which we use are: BLOOD, BONE, BREAST,
COME, DIE, DOG, DRINK, EAR, EYE, FIRE, FISH, FULL, HAND, HEAR, HORN, I, KNEE, LEAF, LIVER, LOUSE,
MOUNTAIN, NAME, NEW, NIGHT, NOSE, ONE, PATH, PERSON, SEE, SKIN, STAR, STONE, SUN, TONGUE,
TOOTH, TREE, TWO, WATER, WE, YOU (SG). When languages that are unrelated both in terms of
genealogical relations and areal influence are compared words referring to the same concepts are not
expected to be more similar than words referring to different concepts. According to [5], however,
even in languages in different families located more than 10,000 km apart, the words for the same
concept are slightly more similar to each other than are the words for different concepts. The authors
mentioned universal tendencies such as sound symbolism as a possible explanation for this similarity,
but they did not go further in trying to identify specific sounds involved in sound symbolism or the
effects of this phenomenon on the typical shapes of words.
There are two additional possible explanations for the similarity. One is that it is due to certain
widespread loanwords and the other is that all or most of the world’s languages are related and still
retain traces of this relatedness. The first possibility can be ruled out because we have tested the effect
of eliminating widespread loanwords from our database and we only found a negligible decrease in the
phonological similarities observed (this result is reported here for the first time). As for the second
possibility, we cannot rule out the possibility that a proto-World language may have existed since, as is
well known, languages can be proven to be related but not proven to be unrelated. We can, however,
offer two lines of evidence, in Sections 3 and 5 below, that indirectly rule out the possibility that
inheritance explains the effects that we interpret as sound symbolic
The aim of this paper is to take a few steps more towards the characterization of the sound symbolic
effects that we had registered earlier. Given the small sample of words studied—a list of a
mere 40 items—we cannot address many of the more specific questions in the literature. Examples are
whether the vowel i tends to connote ‘smallness’ [9,10] or not [11] or whether certain semantic classes
of words, such as animal names [12], are more or less likely to exhibit sound symbolism; these
questions cannot be answered with the present data because our sample does not include the concept
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and includes only two animal concepts. But we can test whether sound symbolism permeates
basic vocabulary to such an extent that the distribution of sounds in such words reveals phonetically
motivated clusters, we can test whether words referring to related concepts tend to have related sound
shapes, and we may also inquire into whether typical shapes of words may be constructed which are
interpretable as being sound symbolically motivated. After some background information in Section 2,
these questions are answered in the affirmative in Sections 3–5 below.
SMALL

2. General Properties of Sounds and Words
First we explain how sounds are represented in the database of the Automated Similarity Judgment
Program (ASJP). In the transcription of wordlists of individual languages a simplified system is used,
as described in [6]. The symbols in this system are listed and briefly described in Tables 1–2.
Table 1. ASJP consonant symbols.
ASJP symbol
p
b
m
f
v
8
4
t
d
s
z
c
n
S
Z
C
j
T
5
k
g
x
N
q
G
X
7
h
l

Description
voiceless bilabial stop and fricative
voiced bilabial stop and fricative
bilabial nasal
voiceless labiodental fricative
voiced labiodental fricative
voiceless and voiced dental fricative
dental nasal
voiceless alveolar stop
voiced alveolar stop
voiceless alveolar fricative
voiced alveolar fricative
voiceless and voiced alveolar affricate
voiceless and voiced alveolar nasal
voiceless postalveolar fricative
voiced postalveolar fricative
voiceless palato-alveolar affricate
voiced palato-alveolar affricate
voiceless and voiced palatal stop
palatal nasal
voiceless velar stop
voiced velar stop
voiceless and voiced velar fricative
velar nasal
voiceless uvular stop
voiced uvular stop
voiceless and voiced uvular fricative, voiceless and voiced
pharyngeal fricative
voiceless glottal stop
voiceless and voiced glottal fricative
voiced alveolar lateral approximate
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Table 1. Cont.

ASJP symbol
L
w
y
r
!

Description
all other laterals
voiced bilabial-velar approximant
palatal approximant
voiced apico-alveolar trill and all varieties of “r-sounds”
all varieties of “click-sounds”
Table 2. ASJP vowel symbols.

ASJP symbol
i
e
E
3
a
u
o

Description
high front vowel, rounded and unrounded
mid front vowel, rounded and unrounded
low front vowel, rounded and unrounded
high and mid central vowel, rounded and unrounded
low central vowel, unrounded
high back vowel, rounded and unrounded
mid and low back vowel, rounded and unrounded

In addition to the 34 consonant and seven vowel symbols there are symbols to indicate
glottalization and nasalization, as well as modifiers that indicate when a sequence of two or three
consonant symbols is to be interpreted as a single phoneme. These additional symbols in the ASJP
transcription system are disregarded for the present purposes. In practice this means, for example, that
an aspirated stop such as ph is treated as a sequence of p and h, where each of these sounds is treated as
occupying a particular position in a given word.
Often the source for a given language exhibits more than one word for a given item on the meaning
list. Two or more words are listed when there are either pronunciation variants or true synonyms
(completely distinct words sharing the same meaning), and such cases are not distinguished in the
database. The inclusion of pronunciation variants in the present study would introduce associations
between the sounds caused by variants of the same word rather than by independent occurrences of
similar sounds in different words. Consequently, if two or more words are listed for an item, only the
first one is used.
All statistics to be presented in what follows are first averaged across lists within each family as
defined in [13] and then averaged across families. Otherwise, the results could reflect mainly the
idiosyncratic properties of a few large families. All families, which are supposedly independent, are
weighted equally in the analyses.
Not surprisingly, some of the 41 symbols generally occur much more frequently than others in
words. The average relative frequencies of the symbols across all words are presented in Table 3,
which is constructed as follows. The relative frequency of a given symbol in the word for a particular
concept in a single list is equal to the number of times the symbol occurs in the word, divided by the
total number of symbols in the word. This quantity is averaged first across lists within each family,
then across families, and finally across concepts, to produce the overall average relative frequency of
the symbol. The table presents the symbols in order of frequency.
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Table 3. Overall average relative frequencies of ASJP symbols. The table is ordered by
frequency in descending order.
Symbol
a
i
o
u
n
e
k
m
t
r
h
p
w
s

Freq. (%)
15.42
10.52
6.62
6.25
6.04
5.96
5.20
4.61
4.38
2.73
2.70
2.53
2.49
2.45

Symbol
l
y
3
b
d
7
g
C
c
S
N
x
E
q

Freq. (%)
2.36
2.27
2.21
1.95
1.84
1.57
1.39
1.14
0.94
0.92
0.83
0.79
0.75
0.47

Symbol
L
v
f
5
z
j
X
8
T
Z
!
G
4

Freq. (%)
0.45
0.42
0.42
0.30
0.23
0.21
0.17
0.12
0.12
0.11
0.11
0.03
0.002

The relative frequencies of the symbols can vary widely from their average depending upon their
position in the word. Typically the first symbol in a word is a consonant and the second a vowel, with
consonants and vowels alternating thereafter. This pattern is a well-known cross-linguistic tendency
that has even been elevated to a theoretical principle of phonology, cf. [14]. It is demonstrated in the
present data by the dashed line in Figure 1, which shows the mean percentage of vowels, averaged
across the 40 concepts, at each of the first six positions in a word.
Figure 1. Percentage of words represented (solid line), average percentage of vowels
(dashed line), and maximum and minimum percentages of vowels (dotted lines) across
concepts, as a function of position in the word.

The dotted lines show the maximum and minimum of this percentage across the 40 concepts,
demonstrating that the pattern holds for all the concepts at least through the first four positions. The
solid line shows the percentage of words long enough to have any symbol at the specified position.
The figure does not include more than six positions because only 14% of the words contain more than
six symbols. The average frequencies of the different symbols at the different positions serve as a
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baseline against which any effects of sound symbolism will appear as deviations from the average for
some sounds in the words for some concepts.
3. Sound-Sound Associations
In this section we look at the question whether the distributions of different sounds over different
positions in the words corresponding to our meaning list reveal something about sound symbolic
effects. In order to test for an overall presence of sound symbolism the following procedure is used.
The average relative frequency of each sound in the words for each concept is calculated separately for
each position in the word, counting from the beginning of the word. This produces for each position a
40 × 41 matrix in which rows and columns refer to the 40 concepts and the 41 sounds, respectively.
The frequencies in each row total 100% by definition, but the frequencies differ widely between
columns reflecting the overall frequencies summarized in Table 3. To assess the similarity between
sounds according to their patterns of frequencies independent of their overall frequencies, the
conventional measure is the Pearson correlation between sounds (columns) across concepts (rows)
[15]. This produces for each position a 41 × 41 correlation matrix. Since the pattern of correlations is
similar in the different positions, the matrices are averaged across the first four positions in order to
reduce random variation. If some sounds tend to occur in words for some concepts and not others at a
given position, then the sounds that tend to occur in words for the same concept will be positively
correlated with each other. In the absence of sound symbolism, however, the correlations will be 0
except for random variation.
We now go on to test the null hypothesis that the correlations reflect only random variation. If they
reflect random variation one would not expect similar patterns to show up in different parts of the
world in languages that can be assumed to be unrelated. Thus, a good cross-validation procedure is to
calculate average correlation matrices separately for the languages of the Eastern and Western
Hemispheres. Doing this we find that the correlation between the two matrices is 0.22. A Mantel test is
then applied to this correlation. Rows and columns of one matrix are randomly permuted 10,000 times
and each permuted matrix is correlated with the other original matrix. All of the 10,000 correlations
proved to be below 0.22, showing that the correlation between the original matrices is significantly
positive. Since the correlations in the original matrices are not random, they can be attributed to
sound symbolism.
The matrix of average correlations for all languages is now subjected to metric multidimensional
scaling (MDS) [16,17]. By the MDS technique, points are located so that the distances between points
are as nearly as possible a linear function of the correlations between the sounds. Since the function
has negative slope, the sounds that are close to each other tend to be positively correlated in the data.
Figure 2 shows the resulting configuration of all 41 sounds in two dimensions. The most striking
result in this plot is that the vowels and consonants are not clearly segregated in different regions of
the space. The only possible distinction is that most of the vowels are above or to the left of most of
the consonants, but o and u are obvious exceptions to this pattern. On the whole, the configuration
shows little tendency for vowels to correlate with each other, or for consonants to correlate with each
other, any more strongly than for vowels to correlate with consonants. Many of the sounds in the
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figure are relatively rare in the data, however, with the result that their position is only weakly
determined. Only the more frequent sounds can be expected to reveal a meaningful pattern.
Figure 2. MDS plot showing which of all 41 vowels and consonants tend to appear in the
same positions in words for the same concept.

For more detailed analysis, MDS is applied separately to two subsets of the sounds: the 18
consonants that have an average frequency of at least 0.9% across the different word meanings; and
the 7 vowels, including the relatively infrequent E (a low front vowel), whose average frequency is
0.75%. Results for vowels and consonants are in Figures 3 and 4, respectively.
Figure 3. MDS plot showing vowel classes emerging from tendencies across languages for
certain vowels to appear in the same positions in words for the same concept.
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The configuration in Figure 3 is similar to the configuration of the vowels in Figure 2, except
upside down and expanded. Reflections and expansions are admissible transformations in Euclidean
space because they do not alter the relative distances. Figure 3 shows that, except for /E/, it is possible
to heuristically group all vowels in the two phonologically orthogonal dimensions of height and
frontedness. The ellipses are drawn by hand. They do not result directly from a quantitative analysis
but represent interpretations of the quantitative results. The anomalous position of /E/ may be a result
of its low frequency.
The configuration in Figure 4 is similar to the configuration of the more frequent consonants in
Figure 2, except rotated about 180°. Rotations are also admissible transformations in Euclidean space.
The consonants displayed in Figure 4 cluster together in several meaningful ways, with the exception
of /d/, probably because it has a relatively low frequency of 1.95%. As far as the rest are concerned,
their distributions are quite consistent with both narrowly defined phonetic categories (velar stops /k,
g/, consonants with a fricative component /C, c, s, S/, bilabial stops /p, b/, nasals /m, n/, liquids /l, r/,
glides /w, y/, laryngeals /h, 7/) and more broadly defined categories: obstruents; sonorants and
laryngeals; stops, fricatives & affricates; approximants. The clustering of laryngeals /h, 7/ and glides
/w, y/ also represents a natural class, namely consonants that involve an absence or minimum of oral
articulation (H. Avelino, personal communication).
Figure 4. MDS plot showing consonant classes emerging from tendencies across
languages for certain consonants to appear in the same positions in words for the same
concept. (The consonant d is parenthesized because it falls outside the consonant classes
indicated by the ellipses).
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A possible alternative interpretation of the results in Figures 3 and 4 is that the tendency for similar
sounds to occur in similar positions is due to certain words that are related at deeper genealogical
levels than the families recognized in the relatively conservative classification of the world’s
languages which we use [13]. A test of this assumption is to make separate MDS plots similar to the
ones in Figures 3 and 4 for languages of the Old and the New World. If what we are seeing is a deep
genealogical signal then this should become more distinctive when we ‘zoom in’ on regions where
languages are overall more likely to be related. Figure 5 shows the results for consonants: a less
orderly picture, where circles grouping together members of the phonetic categories mentioned in the
previous paragraph would sometimes overlap. While we believe that this test renders an explanation in
terms of inheritance less likely we admit that weakened orderliness may also be caused by the
reduction in data. In Section 5 below we return to the issue of inheritance as a possible explanation of
what we interpret as sound symbolic effects and present an additional test.
Figure 5. MDS plots of the most frequent consonants for the Old World (left) and New
World (right) compared.

4. Meaning-Meaning Associations
In this section we turn to the complementary question of differences between meanings in the
pattern of sounds over different positions in their words. The analysis again starts with the 40 × 41
matrices of average relative frequencies of each sound in the words for each concept at each of the first
four positions in the word. For each position, the Pearson correlation of the frequencies is now
calculated between concepts (rows) across sounds (columns) to produce a 40 × 40 correlation matrix,
and the correlation matrices are again averaged across the first four positions. Because some sounds
are generally more common than others, it follows that in any pair of concepts, the generally more
common sounds will tend to have higher frequencies for both concepts than the generally less common
sounds, producing a positive correlation. Nevertheless, if the pattern of sound frequencies is more
similar in the words for some pairs of concepts than for other pairs, then some of the correlations
between concepts will be higher than others. In the absence of sound symbolism, however, the
correlations will be the same except for random variation.
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To test this null hypothesis, average correlation matrices are again calculated separately for the
languages of the Eastern and Western Hemispheres. The correlation between the two matrices is 0.46.
In the Mantel test, all of the correlations for 10,000 randomly permuted matrices were below 0.46. The
null hypothesis is again rejected in favor of sound symbolism.
Figure 6 shows the results of MDS applied to the matrix of average correlations for all languages
between the 40 concepts. Unlike Figures 3–4, this figure offers little encouragement to interpretation.
One possibly meaningful cluster appears on the left side of the figure, where the pronouns I, YOU, and
WE are joined by NAME. The most conspicuous feature of the configuration, however, is the dense mass
of concepts near the center of the figure, which presumably corresponds to the average pattern of
sounds across all concepts. Surrounding this nucleus is a diffuse halo of a few concepts with sound
patterns that differ more or less from the average.
Figure 6. MDS plots showing associations among word meanings resulting from
similarities in sound patterns. Legend: 1: one, 2: two, 3: person, 4: dog, 5: tree, 6: blood, 7:
bone, 8: ear, 9: tooth, 10: tongue, 11: hand, 12: liver, 13: drink, 14: see, 15: hear, 16: die,
17: sun, 18: water, 19: stone, 20: path, 21: full, 22: new.

5. Sound-Meaning Associations
The configuration in Figure 6 suggests that concepts may be characterized by the extent to which
the pattern of sounds in their words differs from the average pattern of sounds across all concepts. The
implementation of this idea starts once again with the 40 × 41 matrix of average relative frequencies of
each sound in the words for each concept at each of the first four positions in the word. Each concept
can be represented as a point in a Euclidean space with a dimension for each sound at each position,
for a total of 41 × 4 or 164 dimensions; the coordinates of the point in the space are determined by the
frequencies of each sound at each position. These frequencies are now averaged across concepts
(rows) to obtain the overall average frequency of each sound in the words for all 40 concepts at each
position; the average frequencies determine the coordinates of the centroid of the 40 points in the
space. Then for each concept, D is defined as the Euclidean distance between the corresponding point
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and the centroid.. D measures the deviation of the sound pattern for a concept from the average sound
pattern, and can thus be interpreted as a measure of the amount of sound symbolism evoked by
the concept.
To test whether D is a reliable property of concepts, it is first calculated separately for the
languages of the Eastern and Western Hemispheres. The correlation between the two hemispheres is
0.59. This significant correlation shows that concepts differ reliably in their degree of sound
symbolism. Table 4 below therefore includes D for each concept as calculated for all languages.
Table 4. Ninatic word shapes. D is the distance of first four segments from their overall
average frequency distributions. The table is ordered by D in descending order.
meaning

shape

D

S

meaning

shape

D

BREAST

muma
naa
kokaau
nin
nani
nani
nina
kaaa
aaaa
aanaa
kaaaa
kami
haaa
kaaaa
kaaa
kaaa
nanaa
kaiaa
maka
kaa

23.68
22.66
22.50
21.63
18.76
17.53
17.44
17.30
17.22
16.52
15.98
15.60
15.54
15.24
14.12
14.09
14.04
13.99
13.97
13.74

30.7
35.9
28.0
30.6
27.3
32.4
25.4
29.6
29.4
30.1
28.8
42.8
26.8
24.2
32.1
25.7
28.7
26.9
34.9
37.4

DRINK

iaaa
karaaa
kanaa
taaa
kana
kaaaa
kaka
aaia
kanaa
naki
kaaaa
kaia
naaaa
aaaa
kaaa
kamaa
aaaaa
tanaa
aaaa
kana

13.49
13.37
13.27
12.85
12.71
12.65
12.55
12.44
12.31
12.05
11.97
11.79
11.53
11.33
11.32
11.17
11.10
10.93
10.88
10.38

I
KNEE
YOU
NOSE
NAME
WE
SKIN
LEAF
TONGUE
HORN
LOUSE
COME
DOG
STONE
FIRE
PERSON
FULL
HAND
WATER

STAR
NIGHT
PATH
SEE
MOUNTAIN
BONE
FISH
LIVER
EYE
EAR
TOOTH
HEAR
BLOOD
DIE
NEW
TWO
ONE
TREE
SUN

S
25.0
26.6
29.6
30.2
24.7
26.2
30.1
33.4
35.7
35.4
37.2
30.7
33.8
29.0
36.3
24.3
39.8
27.4
33.6
24.2

In Section 3 above we presented a test of whether what we interpret as sound symbolism might
instead be a signal of a deep genealogical relation between all or most of the languages in the world.
The D values allow us to make an additional test. If higher values of D are due to inheritance there
should be a correlation between D and the degree of diachronic stability of the words referring to each
concept. In [5] we presented results of measuring stabilities for items on the Swadesh list, resulting in
the indices presented in the columns headed by S in Table 4. These S values represent the relative
tendencies for words for the concepts in question to be cognate within groups of relatively closely
related languages referred to as ‘genera’ in [13] (cf. [5] for further explanation). The correlation
between D and S is –0.05, not significantly different from zero. In conclusion, the kinds of words that
tend to be inherited (rather than innovated or borrowed) are not the kinds of words that tend to show
sound symbolism. We therefore argue, again, that inheritance is not a viable explanation for the effects
that we interpret as being due to sound symbolism.
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Table 4 also presents the typical shapes of words for the 40 meanings, constructed in the following
manner. For each meaning, we first construct the typical length of words by including positions that
are filled in the words for the given meaning in more than one half of the languages, and then we insert
the sound that is most frequent for the given concept at each position. We name this construct
‘Ninatic’ since the typical word for WE is nina (and using the term ‘Nostratic’ as an onomastic model).
For comparison, the same procedure applied to the overall average frequency distributions yields kaaa
as the overall average word shape. Concepts with high D values are expected to have Ninatic words
that differ most from this average.
The Ninatic lexical inventory should be interpreted with caution. From Figure 6 above we know
that only a few meanings tend to have phonologically distinctive word shapes, namely BREAST, I,
KNEE, YOU, NOSE, NAME, WE, SKIN, LEAF. The D values further reflect their distinctiveness since the
items in question are the ones with the highest values. While Figure 6 suggested that all eight items
just listed are distinctive, the Ninatic shapes of SKIN and LEAF, which are quite generic in nature, show
that these two items are at best borderline cases, not highly susceptible to sound symbolism. The
remaining six items, BREAST, I, KNEE, YOU, NOSE, NAME, and WE, however, offer themselves to
meaningful interpretations.
BREAST throughout its first three segments contains sounds articulated with the lips, reflecting the
engagement of the suckling child.
I and YOU are in paradigmatic contrast, using the consonant n, which is common, but notably also
the same in the two words, plus the different vowels a and i to signal the deictic contrast. Perhaps the
different gestures of the tongue are relevant for explaining why a is associated with the speaker and i
with the hearer: under the pronunciation of a the tongue rests in a neutral position, whereas the
pronunciation of i requires a fronted position, almost as if it were pointing towards the interlocutor.
The fact that the words for YOU and I are among the shorter ones in the list fits the well-known
observation that there tends to be an inversely proportional relationship between the length of words
and their frequencies [18]. Interestingly, WE combines the sounds of YOU and I. (It should be noted in
this connection that whenever languages have a contrast between inclusive WE [=I + the listener +
perhaps others] and exclusive WE [=I + others, not including the listener] the ASJP database contains
the inclusive and not the exclusive WE). The result is all the more interesting since it makes sense even
if only a single language in the database, Egyptian Arabic, exhibits the exact shape of the Ninatic word
for WE. Thus, this particular result could not have been arrived at by non-systematic inspection of
common word shapes associated with WE. It is known from cross-linguistic research that first person
plural inclusive pronouns are often composed of first and second person singular pronouns [19]. The
exercise of constructing Ninatic not only confirms the broad validity of this observation but does it
through an entirely objective procedure which, moreover, achieves the assignment of specific sounds
of speech to the prototypical word for WE.
The Ninatic word for KNEE kokaau is less straightforward to interpret. Perhaps there is something
about the combination of the qualities hard and round that invites respectively a consonant like k and a
round vowel like o or u. We note that BONE kaka similarly contains a sequence of two k’s. Since the
sounds making up bone are less distinctive, cf. the relatively low D-value for this item, it is perhaps
exaggerated to attempt to interpret this. Nevertheless, we speculate that there may be an association as
regards the general kVkV structures, a kind of association which, according to [20], often affects
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so-called ‘congeneric’ classes of words and which is classified under the rubric of ‘secondary
phonesthemes’ in [21].
With regard to NOSE, nani, we have little to say apart from the obvious observation that it
appropriately contains two nasals.
Finally, NAME lends itself to the interpretation that there is an association linking together the
congeneric concepts I naa, NAME nani, and perhaps PERSON nanaa. These concepts are so closely
associated that one may imagine how they might even be homophonous in some primitive
Ur-Ursprache.
The inspection of the basic Ninatic vocabulary has produced some qualitative insight in addition to
the quantitative observations made in previous parts of the paper. With regard to the syllable structure
we know from Figure 1 above that there is a preference for consonant-vowel sequences in our data.
The Ninatic forms in Table 4 do not always represent this structure well because the vowel a is often
the most frequent even in the third and fifth positions, presumably because of CC clusters within the
words from which the typical distributions were established. The length of words nevertheless reveals
what would be a preference for two syllables, and the CV structure is indirectly underscored by the
absence of VC sequences. The slots of this general template are filled with sounds that sometimes have
sound symbolic connotations. These may enter into paradigmatic contrast (I vs. YOU). Additionally,
syntagmatic combinatorics (WE) and congeneric associations (I-NAME-PERSON, KNEE-BONE) are
mechanisms that help to develop the vocabulary further out of a few non-arbitrary building stones. The
greater part of the vocabulary may not be affected by sound-symbolism, but 18% (BREAST, I, KNEE,
YOU, NOSE, NAME, WE) clearly is, and the effects of such words extend to others.
5. Conclusions
In spite of the much-acclaimed Saussurean principle of the arbitrariness of the linguistic sign
linguists have always been aware that all languages exhibit sound symbolic effects violating this
principle. Linguists would probably vary in their estimates regarding the degree to which such effects
permeate languages, and it is likely that the estimate of [22] that 91% of the English vocabulary is to
some degree non-arbitrary is an extreme one. Nevertheless, hardly anyone would deny that sound
symbolism is of importance to the way human languages innovate lexical items. Thus, the conclusions
of the present study are perhaps not surprising. These conclusions, however, were arrived at through a
much more exhaustive sampling of languages and a more quantitative rigor than commonly
encountered in studies of the topic.
Using lists of words all denoting the same 40 basic concepts in more than half of the world’s
languages we conclude that sound symbolism is pervasive enough that it gives rise to both
sound-sound associations, meaning-meaning associations, and sound-meaning associations. Since
certain sounds and positions have intrinsic meaning, all sounds—or at least the most frequent ones—
cluster with phonetically related sounds with regard to preferred positions in words referring to the
same concepts in unrelated languages. Words sharing categories of meaning may also cluster with
regard to sound patterns expressing the meanings in question, but given the limited sample of just 40
concepts studied here it was only possible to note this effect for the cluster I-YOU-WE-NAME. Finally,
certain sounds tend to recur in the words for certain meanings, leading to prototypical word shapes
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such as muma BREAST, naa I, kokaau KNEE, nin YOU, nani NOSE, nani NAME, nina WE. In our small
sample of frequent, culture-neutral and stable words at least 18% are clearly affected by
sound symbolism.
While the construction of our phonologically prototypical ‘Ninatic’ lexicon does not amount to a
reconstructed proto-language in the normal sense, it is probably nevertheless the closest we may hope
to come to the language spoken by the first humans to develop a true linguistic system. This system
would have been characterized by a preference for CV syllables and disyllabic words, although shorter
or longer words would also occur. Words for many concepts would be constructed in an unconscious
manner by means of relatively subtle sound symbolic means, and from such basic building blocks
other words would be constructed through extensions of sound patterns among words sharing semantic
features, through the creations of paradigmatic contrasts, and through compositional means. Once the
habit arose of combining sounds in conventional ways to denote elements of meaning there would,
however, already be an ingredient of arbitrariness involved in the process, since the imitative
capacities of speech sounds are severely limited in comparison to the richness of objects and events of
the physical world. Thus, it would seem ill-advised not to assume that arbitrariness and the act of
symbolizing went hand in hand from the very beginning when the ultimate mother (or mothers) of
present-day languages came about.
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